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Sovereignty through Practice
Multiscalarity, Reflexivity, and Interdisciplinarity

This book explores how actors practise sovereignty as a force in a multiscalar context.
Among the various power structures that perform sovereignty, such as the head of state,
a legislative body, or the military, one aspect is clear: the practice of sovereignty relies
upon people at multiple levels - better portrayed as scales - of authority. This book
focuses on actors – the people who bring sovereignty to life, who imbue it with meaning,
and who are ultimately responsible for its practice. With that perspective, the volume
interprets various case studies, such as Russian approaches to sovereignty in its
leadership and Central Bank, Scottish parties' discourses, and NATO command
structures. Beyond those contexts, the work also examines Chinese digital platforms,
criminal gangs in Latin America, Polish and Czech nationalist movements, want-to-be
states in Kurdistan-Iraq and Abkhazia, and Polish video games – together, these
examples demonstrate how actors practise sovereignty in unity with, but also in place of,
the state. As proof of concept, the authors further examine how they, as researchers,
also qualify as practitioners of sovereignty. In a concluding three-chapter section, they
reflexively explore how research methods and disciplines of study actively shape
sovereignty and how the latter defines the outer limits of scholarly research. This book
will be of interest of students of statehood, sovereignty, discourse analysis, history,
political science, sociology, and International Relations.
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